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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF THE
EFFECTS OF WING-MOUNTED EXTUUUL STORES ON TEE
LOADING Al’IllAERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
IN PITCH OF A 450 SWEPTBACK WING
COMBINED WITH A FUSELAGE
By H. Norman Silvers, Thomas J. King, Jr.j
and William J. Alford, Jr.
An investigation has been made of the effect of wing-mounted exter-
nal stores on the loading and the aerodynamic characteristics in pitch
of a 45° sweptback wing cofiined with a fuselage in a Mach nuniberrange
from O.x to 0.91. The store arrangements investigated consisted of
stores mounted at the wing tips, stores mounted inboard on the wing
undersurface at 46-percent semispan, and stores in both the tip and the
inboard locations. The stores had an ogive-cylinder shape and a fine-
ness ratio of 9.34.
The results of the investigation indicate that the ti~:~~unted
stores increased the loading at the wing tips at low angles of attack,
whereas the iriboardstores increased the tip loading and decre~sed the
inboard loading at the higher angles of attack and lower Mach nwibers.
The loading changes associated with the tip stores resulted in an increase
in lift-curve slope and a rearward movement in the aerodynamic-center
location of the complete nmdel; while the inboard stores acted much like
fences and chord-extensions in that they extended the lift-coefficient
range prior to the onset of a type of longitudinal instability known as
pitch-up. The conibinedarrangement of stores (inboard and tip) showed
characteristics which represented a conibinationof those pf the indi-
vidual components of this arrangement.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is conducting inves-
tigations of nacelles and external stores for use on high-speed aircraft.
These investigations are primarily concerned with the effects of stores
on the performance characteristics of wing-fuselage conibinations. In _
addition to the performance studies, investigations are being made of
the aerodynamic loading characteristics of wings with stores and the
loadings on stores in the presence of wings. In reference 1 available
data on the aerodynamic loads associated with external%tore installa-
tions are reviewed briefly. This paper presents results obtained cm
the effect of several arrangements of external stores-on the aerodynamic
loading characteristics in pitch obtained from pressure measurements on
a 45° sweptback wing combined with a fuselage and also–indicates briefly
the effects of the store arrangements on the force and moment character-
istics of the wing-fuselage model. Some of the data presented herein
are also contained in reference 1.
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SYMBOLS
Lift
coefficient, —qs
Drag
coefficient, ~
qs
Pitching moment
yitching-moment coefficient,
l .,
“-CJK
Normal force
section normal-force coefficient .-z .
exposed wing-panel normal-force
angle of attack of the fuselage
lateral distance, measured from
lateral distance, measured from
%L
coefficient,
center line, deg
the plane of symmetry
wing-fuselage intersection
.
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Ycp
G
Xjc
xcp/c
P
s
b
be/2
E
c
Cav
d
2
q
Pz
P
M
lateral center-of-pressure position,
wing semispan
fraction of exposed
distance from wing leading edge, fraction of local chord
local chordwise center-of-pressure position, fraction of
—
local chord
PZ-P
pressure coefficient, —
q
wing area, 2.25 sq ft
wing span, 3.00 ft
exposed wing semispan, measured from wing-fuselage intersection
mean aerodynamic
0.765 f-t
10Cd Wing chord
2
f
b/2
chord 30 c%y (using theoretical tip),
average wing chord, 0.75 ft
diameter of store, 0.167 ft
length of store, l.% ft
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
local static pressure
free-stream
Mach nuniber
static pressure
4Subscripts:
.
—.
e exposed wing panel from wing-fuselage intersection to the .
theoretical tip .
f fuselage .-
.
b body of external store installation 4—. .
APPARATUS AND MODELS
A drawing showing the model with one arrangement of stores is pre-
sented in figure 1. The wing which had the quarter-chord line swept
back45° was of aspect ratio 4.0, taper ratio 0.6, and had NACA 65AO(%
airfoil sections parallel to the airstream...Thewing yas of’composite
construction, consisting of a steel core with a bismuth-tin covering to —
give the desired contour. The fuselage was a body of revolution having
a parabolic s@e def~ed by the ordinates presented in table I. The
wing was mounted in a midwing arrangement with no incidence.
.—
The wing of the model was equipped with pressure orifices at-semi- -
span locations of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.95. The chordwise locations
of the pressure orifices are presented in table 11. ~essure measure-... ..=_..
ments were indicated on a multitube manometer board and were recorded
photographically.
Pressure measuremmts were obtained with the fuselage attached
directly to the hollow sting support. The pressure tubes from wing
orifices passed through the sting support to the exterior of the test
section. The pressure tubes were removed for the force and moment
measurements and the fuselage was attached to the sting support by a
strain-gage balance.
The shape of the external store was generated by the revolution of
a profile made of ogival nose and tail sections connected by a constant-
diameter section. The fineness ratio of the store was 9.34. All stores
were of the same size and shape and were motited with no incidence as -
shown in figure 1. Ordinates of the store are presented in table III.
External stores were investigated in two spanwise locations (fig. 1) -
an inboard and a wing-tip location. In each location two stores were
located equidistant from the plane of synnnetry. In addition, tests were
—
made with a total of four stores on the wing, two in each spanwise location.
.
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TESTS
Tests were made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel
through a Mach nmiber range that extended from 0.50 to 0.91. The angle-
of-attack range over which pressure measurements were made extended from
@ to about 24° for the model without stores and for the model with the
tip-store arrangement, and from 0° to about 12° for the other store
arrangements. The angle-of-attack range over which force and moment
measurements were made extended from -2° to about l$P at low Mach num-
bers and to about 13° at high Mach nunibers. The angle of sideslip of
the model was zero throughout this investigation.
The Reynolds nuuibervariation with Mach number, based on the mean
aerodynamic-chord, is presented in figure
CORRECTIONS
Blocking corrections applied to Mach
2.
number and dynamic pressure
were determined by the velocity-ratio method of reference 2, which uti-
lizes experimental pressures measured at the tunnel wall opposite the
model. The correction to Mach number increased slightly with increase
in speed and at M = 0.90 was 0.01.
The jet-boundary corrections applied to lift and drag were calcu-
lated by the method of reference 3. The corrections to pitching moment
were considered negligible. No support tares have been applied, but, as
indicated in reference kj they are believed to be smll. Drag data have
been corrected to correspond to a pressure at the base of the fuselage
eq~l to free-stream static presswm. This correction, which was added
to the measured drag coefficient amounted to a drag-coefficient incre-
ment that increased from a value of 0.0010 at M = O.yI to 0.0030 at
M = 0.91. This correction did not vary appreciably with angle of attack.
It has been indicated in reference 5 that stores do not affect this
correction.
Corrections have been applied to the angles of attack of the model
due to deflection of the sting support and the strain-gage balance on
the basis of the loads developed during force tests. Pressure data sre
presented at an average angle of attack that has been corrected for
deflection of the support system. No corrections have been applied to
the results presented in the present paper to account for aeroelastic
distortion of the wing. The effects of aeroelasticity on the force and
moment results for the wing-fuselage combination have been determined
. and are presented in reference 6.
.
DISCUSSION
Presentation of Results
.
Y
6
The results of this investigation are presented in the following
figures:
Figure
Imding characteristics:
Span loading. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 3 and4
Lateral center-of-pressure locations . . . . . . . . . . . . 5and6
Normalized span load distribution . . . . . . . . .:. . . .
Section normal-force coefficient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 and ~
Chord loading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . loandll
-.
Local chordwise center-of-pressure locations . . . ... . . 12 and 13
Aerodynamic characteristics:
Aerodynamic characteristics . . . . . . . . . ..x . . . . ...14
Summary of aerodynamic characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
.
Loading Characteristics
The spsawise distribution of loading over the wing panel (fig. 3)
indicates that the effects of the tip-mounted stores on the wing-loading
.-
characteristics are small except at the extreme tips of the wing. The”
tip stores produce an additional loading at the wing tips that is a larger
fraction of the total loading at the lower angles of attack than at the
higher angles. The additional wing loading prduces butboard movements
in the lateral centers of pressure (fig. 5) which could increase the
strength reqyirernentsof inboard sections of the wing structure. This
condition may be particularly important at high-speed low-altitude
maneuvering attitudes.
Two methods are available for computing the wing loadings with tip
stores (refs. 7 and 8). Both methods yield similar results. The method
of reference ~ was used herein to compare the estimated effects of the
tip store with the .experimentilresults. In figure 7 are presented the
calculated and the experimental increments in loading due to the tip
store and the normalized load distributions. The calculated increments
are the differences between load distributions for the wing alone and
the wing with the tip store calculated using five semispan locations o?
the control points as suggested in reference 7. Inclusion of the fuse-
lage effect in the calculations would have no effect on the calculated
changes. The calculated load distribution presented in figure 7 for the d
wing alone was determined by using 10 semispan locatio~s of the co~tro.1. . ..”
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points (ref. 9). fi order to show the load distribution of the wing with
the tip store, the incremental loading obtained from the 5-control-point
calculation was added to the load distribution of the 10-control-point
calculation for the wing alone.
The incremental loadings indicate that the method of reference 7
predicts fairly well the effect of the tip store. The application of
this method is l~ted to flow regimes that do not violate the assump-
tions of potential flow. This limits the correlation of this method
tith the experimental results in the present paper to Mach nunibersof
0.70 and angles of attack of about .4°.
It is pointed out that the experimental pressure distributions and
span-loading results include the effects of some deformation of the wing
due to aeroelasticity. Estimates indicate that, for the results presented
in figure 7, the effects of aeroelasticity are negligible.
The additional loading at the wing tip due to the stores results in
increased section-lift-curve slopes at the tip sections (fig. 8). The
section lift curves also show that the tip stores had little effect on
the amgle of attack at which section maximum lift was reached.
The most significant change in wing-span loadings with the inboard
external stores occurs at the highest angles of attack investigated
(CZ= 12.7 to 12.&), where a redistribution of loading equivalent to
increased tip loading and decreased inboard loading takes place (fig. 4).
The inboard store increases the angle of attack at which section naximum
lift is obtained at 0.80b/2 (fig. 9) but decreases the angle of attack
for section maximnnnlift at 0.40b/2. This, of course, produces an out-
board shift in the lateral center-of-pressure location (fig. 6) which
has a tendency to alleviate the adverse stabili~ effects associated
with loss in lift at the tips of sweptback wings. This effect of the
inboard store is greatly reduced at a Mach number of 0.91 (fig. 9). The
inboard store thus appears to behave in much the same way as fences,
chord-extensions, and other auxiliary devices designed for swept wings
to extend the angle-of-attack range before loss in wing-tip loading
occurs (refs. 10, 11, and 12).
The combined arrangement of inboard and tip stores shows the char-
acteristics of each of the individual arrangements (figs. 3 and 4). At
low angles of attack, the combined arrangement produces increased tip
loadings that are proportional to angle of attack changes similar to
those shown with the tip stores. At the higher angles of attack, this
arrangement produces a redistribution of spsa loading similar to that
obtained with the inboard store.
The effects of each arrangement of external store on the local
chordwise loading of the wing are shown in figures 10 and 11 for con-
ditions representing the largest changes in wing-span loading. The
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local chordwise center-of-pressurelocations (figs. I-2and 13) show that,
except for what are probably localized changes with the inboard stores
at 0.40b/2 station, there was little change in xcp/c due to the tip ----
stores or to the combined arrangement of inboard and tip stores at the
lower angles of attack (a~4°). At a nominal angle of attack of 12°
and o.6ob/2, due to the effects of the inboard store on the loading char-
acteristics of the wing, a forward movement in ~p/c of about 0.15c
takes place at M = 0.50.
—
Aerodynamic Characteristics
The increase in tip loading produced by the tip stores together with
the loading on the stores increases the lift-curve sl..pesof the complete
model (fig. 15) and, because of wing sweep, results ip rearward movements
of the aerodynamic center. On the other hand, the inboard stores, which
have little effect on the loading characteristics at the lower angles of
attack, also have little effecton either the lift-curve slope or the
aerodynamic-center locations. At the higher angles of attack, the changes
in loading due to the inboard stores are evidenced by increases of the
lift coefficients at the lower Mach ntiers (fig. 14) prior to the onset
of a type of longitudinal instabili~ known as pitch-up. The increases .
in lift coefficients at which instabilities occur, obtained with this
arrangement of stores, are as large as those obt.ained,with fences, chord- .
extensions, or other devices specifically designed to promote wing-tip
loading at the higher angles of attack.
—
The drag characteristics (fig. 15) of the model ”withoutand with
the several store arrangements were obtained frm tests run at zero lift
coefficient through the Mach nuniberrange. These results show that the
drag with the tip stores is substantially lower than the drag with the
inboard stores. Since the viscous drag is essentially the ssme for both
installations, the lower drag of the tip installation is probably due to
lower interference. The drag of the installation with both the inboard
and the tip stores is about the same as the sum of the incremental drags
of the individual components of”this installation. ‘–
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation of the effects of wing-mounted_external stores in
the Mach nmber range from 0.’50to 0.91 on the loading and the aerod@amic
characteristics in pitch of a 45° sweptback wing cotiined with a fuselage
indicate the following conclusions:
1. The tip-mounted store produced an increase in loading
tip that was proportional to the angle of.at~ck at we lower
9
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together with the loading on the store resulted in an increase in lift-
curve slopes of the complete model and a rearward movement of the
. aerodynamic-center locations.
2. The inboard store produced a redistribution of wing loading at
the higher sngles of attack and at Mach numbers less than about 0.91
and was equivalent to an increase in tip loading and a loss in inbosrd
loading. This effect was much like the effects produced by fences and
chord-extensions in that it resulted in an extension to the lift-
coefficient range prior to the onset of a me of longitudinal insta-
bility known as pitch-up.
3. The combined arrangement of inboard and tip stores produced
changes in loading that represented a combination of those of the indi-
vidual components of this arrangement.
Langley Aeronautical Laborato~,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., January 7, 1954.
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TABLE I.- FUSELAGE ORDINATES
[Basic fineness ratio 12, actual fineness ratio lQ achievedby cutting off rear portion of bod~
~zf = 49*20 ‘n” I
~-.
.6(3 2f
.—
‘f(maX)— -
Ordinates, percent length
Station Raditis
o 0
.60 .28
.90 .36
1.50 .51
3.00 .87
6.00 1.45
9.CO 1*%
12.00 2.37
18.~ 3.11
24.00
30.00 ;:2
36.00 4.49
42.00 4~72
48.00 4.88
*.CQ 4.97
60.00 5.-m”
66.00 4.96
72.00 4.83
78.00 4.61
84.00 4.28
go.m 3.75
g6.oo 3.03
100.00 2.50
L.E. radius = o.00062f
.-
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TABLE II.- CHORDWISE LOCATION OF PRESSURE ORIFICES, x/c
.
I Y— = 0.20b/2
Upper
o
.025
.075
.15
.25
.33
.45
l 55
.65
-----
.85
l 95
Lower
o
.025
.075
.15
.25
l 35
.45
n55
.65
l 75
.85
-----
1----- -----
Y Y
— = 0.40 —= 0.60 ~=
b/2 b/2 I
0.80 ~= 0.95
b/2 b/2
Upper
o
.025
l.0’75
.15
.25
l 35
.45
l 55
.65
l 75
.85
l 95
1.00
Lower
o
.025
.075
.15
.25
l 35
.45
l 55
.65
.75
.85
Upper
o
.025
.075
.15
-----
l 35
.45
; 55
-----
l 75
.85
l 95
-----
LOwer
o
.025
.075
.15
.25
.35
.45
l 55
.65
l 75
.85
l 95
-----
Upper
0
l 025
.075
.15
.25
l 35
.45
l 55
-----
l 75
.85
l 95
-----
Lower
0
.025
.075
-----
.25
-----
.k5
l 55
-----
l 75
-----
.95
-----
Upper
0
.025
.075
.15
.25
l 35
.45
l 55
.65
l 75
.85
l 95
-----
Iawer
0
.025
.075
.15
.25
l 35
.45
l 55
.65
l 75
.85
.95
-----
.
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TABLE III.- STORXORDIXATES
.
[Fineness raklo 9.*]
.
t
Ordinates,percentlength
Station
o
.36
1*2I.
3.04
4.87
y&
9:15
9.69
10.84
11.99
13.14
ll!h29
15.44
17.74
20.04
22.34
211.64
26.94
29.24
31.54
61.70
y;
81:22
87.i18
~.$j
96:89
98.ti
100.00
Radius
o
l 30
.73
1.4.4
2.09
2.65
3.07
%29
3A
3.70
3.94
4.12
4*N
b.44
4.70
4.92
5.08
~.20
5.30
5.34
5.36
5.36
5.20
11.76
3.94
2.76
2.I.I.
1.42
.72
.36
0
,
—
.
.
I
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of attack for the mcdel wtthout external stores and with the tip
exlmmal stoxes.
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Fiuure 9.- Variation of the 6ection normal-fm?ce coefficient with smile
‘of attack for the model without external stores and with the lnb&d
external stores, and with the inboard and tip external stores in
combination.
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Figuxe 10.- C!hordloading at a nominal angle of attack @ 4° of the
model without external stores, with the”tip external.stores, and with
the inboard and the tip external stores in combination.
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Figure 10.- Concluded.
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Figure Il.- Concluded.
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Figure 12.- Chordtise locations of the centers of pressure at a nominal -
angle of attack of 4° fm the mcdel without external- stores, tith
the tip external stores, @with the M- h the tip efim
stores in combination.
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Figure 13.- Charclwi.se locations of the centers of pressure at a nominal
angle of attack of 12° for the model without etiernal stores, wl.ti
the inboard exkxnsl stores, and with the inboard and tip external
stores in conibinatlon.
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